NCTTA Championship Committee Online Meeting Minutes
September 10th , 2006 via Gotomeeting.com software
Meeting was called to order at 9:00pm EST by President Willy Leparulo
Other board members present and members: David Del Vecchio (Treasurer); Liang Liu
(PR);Wassim Chao (Recruitment); Joe Wells (Vice President), Dan Wang (webmaster)
Francois Charvet, Doug Hurak
Absent: Seemant Teotia (Registrar); Michael Yao (OSU), Tiger (women’s committee)
1) Site Visit: when, what,
-mid November; to include it with Joe, Willy, David, and OSU ppl
-Doug will send email of dates
2) Hosting another event--Trials for World University Champs and or Disabled
College event.
-David-chair of disabled committee believes the event is small enough that it can fit
under the current schedule of the day, so it will be in the champs. David will create the
guidelines
-More information is needed for the college trials
-Ed and Chris will be contacted to conduct feasibility on the schedule, practice tables use
is a maybe as well as an extended day at a different facility or at OSU
3) Sponsorship update
-NCTTA is pursuing US Bank (from Seemant), Wassim has his company rep as well, Joe
spoke about already in contact with Rockstar Games; Proctor and Gamble is a sight as
well
-OSU has excel sponsorship document that they will forward to committee as well
-Discussion about creation of a different sponsorship document on pdf or word files.
-Michael Yao will forward this committee the updated excel sheet.
4) OSU/NCTTA Contract
Contract is complete and sent to Karen Chang, NCTTA lawyer for review
-both parties will list each other on their respective insurances
5) OSU direction for championships (production, no production, etc.)
-There will be a production team just not as elaborate as TWU’s
6) Volunteer coordination
-Doug submitted staff plan to committee; discussion of NCTTA Technical Delegates
importance
7) Transportation questions
-Renting Univ. buses for 65 an hour, Francois will inquire if can reserve them now
without money down, also REC sports Columbus promised 10 psgner vans too

8) Food Service
-discussion of bringing in outside caterers to gym, impossible
-Thought about the backend fee, but difficult with UP being already so expensive
-Discussion of Entry fee for championships is being discussed at this point to offset fees
liable to the tournament. Discussion set for later.
Next Championship Meeting is set for 3-4 weeks from today approximately: October 8th.
Meeting Adjourned: 10:11pm

